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#1 New York Times bestselling author Stephen King’s
terrifying novella about a town engulfed in a dense,
mysterious mist as humanity makes its last stand against
unholy destruction—originally published in the acclaimed short
story collection Skeleton Crew and made into a TV series, as
well as a feature film starring Thomas Jane and Marcia Gay
Harden. In the wake of a summer storm, terror
descends...David Drayton, his son Billy, and their neighbor
Brent Norton join dozens of others and head to the local
grocery store to replenish supplies following a freak storm.
Once there, they become trapped by a strange mist that has
enveloped the town. As the confinement takes its toll on their
nerves, a religious zealot, Mrs. Carmody, begins to play on
their fears to convince them that this is God’s vengeance for
their sins. She insists a sacrifice must be made and two
groups—those for and those against—are aligned. Clearly,
staying in the store may prove fatal, and the Draytons, along
with store employee Ollie Weeks, Amanda Dumfries, Irene
Reppler, and Dan Miller, attempt to make their escape. But
what’s out there may be worse than what they left behind.
This exhilarating novella explores the horror in both the
enemy you know—and the one you can only imagine.
Globalizing Cricket examines the global role of cricket's of
development, diffusion of cricket through colonization, and
impact on the changing notions of English national identity.
Garry Sobers is a cricketing legend, the greatest all-rounder
of all time. In this revealing and honest autobiography,
Sobers talks about his upbringing and about the tragic
accident that inspired him throughout his career. He explains
how he helped the West Indies to become the most feared
cricketing nation in the world, setting them on a course of
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success that would run for another 20 years. He also provides
authoritative views on the current state of the game and the
future of cricket.
Part of India’s World Cup–winning squad and the team that
took India to its No. 1 Test ranking, Sachin Tendulkar has
blazed his way through the cricketing world for more than two
decades, tearing through matches and records alike. The
highest run-getter in both Tests and ODIs in the history of the
game, he has also reached what is a truly fabulous
milestone—one hundred international centuries. Sachin:
Cricketer of the Century takes the reader on a journey from
stellar innings to stellar innings, surveying the batting genius,s
brilliant career through the eyes of a pantheon of people who
are legends in their own right—from Adam Gilchrist, Matthew
Hayden, Nasser Hussain and Courtney Walsh to Waqar
Younis, Sanath Jayasuriya, Kapil Dev, Sourav Ganguly and
Rahul Dravid. This is the ultimate tribute to the greatest
batsman the modern era has seen.
'Verdict on Willis book: a treat' - Express 'The book is a gem' Mike Atherton 'It's a lovely book, containing previously
unseen musings from the great man' - David Lloyd 'It's such a
great read' - Piers Morgan A biography celebrating the life of
the legendary cricketer Bob Willis, with tributes from key
figures in sports and media and a foreword by Sir Ian
Botham. Following his passing in 2019, tributes to Bob came
flooding in in every major news outlet and from every major
figure in the industry - and outside of it. His career spanned
decades, from his days as a cricketer for England to his time
as a pundit on Sky TV. This autobiography includes neverbefore-seen writing from Bob alongside contributions from
key figures as well as a detailed account of the great England
victory over Australia at Headingly in 1981. The book, edited
by Bob's brother David, combines a new biography, written by
Daily Mail sportswriter Mike Dickson, with a celebration of a
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truly legendary man. Tributes from some of his many friends
in the world of cricket and beyond are accompanied by
reflections on highlights from an eventful life, drawing on
autobiographical and personal material by Bob himself,
contemporary press reports and the accounts of team-mates
and opponents.
Cricket Odyssey is a skilfully executed, lovingly constructed,
book: a literary celebration of over a century-and-a-half of
cricket. It has narrative and character study blended in a
dexterously refined, yet readable form. It not only manages to
pervade the essential of the essentials of some of cricket’s
greatest players — from Dr W G Grace to Steve Waugh; from
Sir Don Bradman, Sachin Tendulkar to Rahul Dravid; from Sir
Learie Constantine and Sir Gary Sobers to Jacques Kallis;
from Ray Lindwall to Wasim Akram; and, from Clarrie
Grimmett to Anil Kumble and Muttiah Muralitharan — but, it
also brings to life a classy and effulgent cricketing collage.
More than a lively, encapsulated grandeur of individual
brilliance, or cricketing chemistry, of each player epitomised
in its canvas, Cricket Odyssey explores not only the manyresplendent delights of cricket, but it also delineates a deftly
woven work of art — of the game’s scientific foundation, art
and grammar, and its players’ phenomenal exploits, acts of
courage, grandeur, and ‘shortfall.’ A journey through
nostalgia, and a living monument to a living philosophy, it is,
in sum, a ‘must-read’ and ‘must-keep’ book for all avid
cricket fans across the globe.
Offers a narrative history of the role of the U.S. in a series of
coups, revolutions, and invasions that toppled fourteen
foreign governments, from the overthrow of the Hawaiian
monarchy in 1893 to the 2003 war in Iraq, and examines the
sometimes disastrous long-term repercussions of such
operations. Reprint.
A historical adventure set during the Hundred Years' War.
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The story follows a young man as he leaves the shelter of an
abbey in England and becomes involved with Edward, the
Black Prince's campaign in Spain. Doyle later wrote a
prequel, titled "Sir Nigel", concerning the early life of one of
the heroes in this novel."We go to France, and from thence I
trust to Spain, in humble search of a field in which we may
win advancement and perchance some small share of glory.
For this purpose I would have you know that it is not my wont
to let any occasion pass where it is in any way possible that
honor may be gained. I would have you bear this in mind, and
give great heed to it that you may bring me word of all cartels,
challenges, wrongs, tyrannies, infamies, and wronging of
damsels. Nor is any occasion too small to take note of, for I
have known such trifles as the dropping of a gauntlet, or the
flicking of a breadcrumb, when well and properly followed up,
lead to a most noble spear-running."- Sir Nigel, "The White
Company".

"An eminently readable comedy of modern war"
(New York Times), Men at Arms is the first novel in
Evelyn Waugh's brilliant Sword of Honor trilogy. Guy
Crouchback, determined to get into the war, takes a
commission in the Royal Corps of Halberdiers. His
spirits high, he sees all the trimmings but none of the
action. And his first campaign, an abortive affair on
the West African coastline, ends with an escapade
that seriously blots his Halberdier copybook. Men at
Arms is the first novel in Waugh's brilliant Sword of
Honor trilogy recording the tumultuous wartime
adventures of Guy Crouchback ("the finest work of
fiction in English to emerge from World War II"
--Atlantic Monthly), which also comprises Officers
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and Gentlemen and Unconditional Surrender.
Sir Curtly Ambrose is one of the most famous cricket
players of all time. He is also notorious for his
silence. Now, for the first time, Curtly will tell his
story. One of the leading – and most lethal - fast
bowlers of all time, Curtly Ambrose played 98 Tests
and 176 One Day Internationals for the West Indies,
and for much of his career topped the ICC player
rankings. He was an integral part of the iconic West
Indies teams of the late 1980s and early 1990s
whilst also bearing witness to their decline
throughout the 1990s and beyond. A formidable
sportsman, Curtly has unique insight into the
extreme highs and debilitating lows of international
cricket. But during his career Curtly Ambrose was
notorious for his silence. He rarely spoke to the
media and, if he did, it was usually to rebuff an
interview, which earned him the infamous reputation
of ‘Curtly talks to no one!’. In this, his
autobiography, Curtly will tell the story of his life with
the West Indies team for the very first time. From his
colourful upbringing in Antigua, through to the
turbulent politics of both nation and dressing room,
the book takes you behind the scenes to give a
fascinating insight into the career of an iconic
sportsman. With his customary honesty, Curtly will
discuss his relationship with both the game and his
teammates and competitors, and will talk in depth
about key moments in his career, including his
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extraordinary spell against Australia in 1992, taking
7-1. From the culture of West Indian cricket to
experiencing post-Apartheid cricket in South Africa,
as well as touching on his relationship with cricket
mogul and notorious financier Allen Stanford, the
book will speak to fans of works such as C.L.R.
James’s Beyond a Boundary, as well as fans of
cricket and sports biography. It also includes
forewords from legendary cricket commentatory
Richie Benaud and Steve Waugh.
The enthralling story of the 1992 Cricket World Cup.
Interviews with star players such as Derek Pringle,
Phillip DeFreitas, Gladstone Small, Brian McMillan
and Gavin Larsen help bring to life the greatest ever
Cricket World Cup. Ruling the World brings all the
drama and excitement of 1992 to contemporary
onlookers and to a new generation of fans.
Spell-binding Spells is a book for everyone who
loves cricket. It is about stunning spells—those few
overs that occur rarely in cricket, when bowlers
weave magic and batsmen are mesmerized. What
did the stunning bowling spells of Anil Kumble,
Narendra Hirwani, Ravichandran Ashwin, Padmakar
Shivalkar, and Yuzvendra Chahal achieve that Kapil
Dev’s career best spell could not? Curtly Ambrose
and Sarfraz Nawaz, 14-years apart, bowled identical
deadly spells against the same opposition taking 7
wickets for 1 run. Who were the hapless victims?
Why did Gary Gilmour of Australia with an ODI
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bowling average of 10.31 and Clarrie Grimmett of
Australia after taking 13 wickets in a Test in two
magnificent spells, never play for their respective
countries again? Spell-binding Spells looks at 50 of
the most magnificent bowling spells in the history of
cricket and answers some of these questions. VVS
Laxman says: “This book is a tribute to bowlers, a
breed that has never profited from the benefit of the
doubt in a sport whose rules have historically always
favoured batsmen. This nice little treatise is a
reminder that we must ensure that the history of this
game continues to get passed on from one
generation to the next.”
Shortlisted for the ABIA Award (Biography of the
Year) 2015 A searingly honest memoir of family,
cancer, love ... and unicycles by the founders of the
Love your Sister charity, Connie and Samuel
Johnson, that will inspire and they hope get people
talking about boobs! Born a year apart, Connie and
Samuel Johnson have always been close. Faced
with the devastating news that they would soon be
separated forever, they made a decision. After
already surviving cancer twice in her young life, at 33
Connie was diagnosed with breast cancer. But this
time it was a whole different ball game. This time she
was told she will die, leaving behind her two sons.
As a young mum faced with her own death, Connie
wanted to make it all less meaningless, and she
knew just the way to do it - send her brother, Sam,
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on a one-wheeled odyssey around Australia. The
aims: to break the world record for the longest
distance travelled on a unicycle. To raise $1 million
for the Garvan Research Foundation. And, most
importantly, to remind women to be breast aware
and stop others having to say goodbye to those they
love. Their message is simple: 'Don't fall into the
booby trap.' Samuel has travelled through every
state and ridden more than 150,000 kilometres to
raise awareness and raise research dollars. But
Connie had a secret fourth aim: to fix Samuel. And it
worked. Sam cleared his diary, cleaned himself up
and tenaciously kept his promise to his dying sister.
For them the job isn't over. They are determined to
raise more money for research. Connie vows to fight
until her dying day and Sam says the fight will go on
long after that. These two remarkable Australians
share their tale, from childhood through to the finish
line and beyond in this truly unique story. Part
memoir, part travel diary, part conversation, Love
your Sister is an inspiring and unforgettable story
that shows just how far one man will go for his sister.
The Johnsons' memoir is bracing and affecting. Sunday Age, Sun Herald Part memoir, part diary,
part conversation, this is an unforgettable story of
how far a brother will go for his sister. - Brisbane
News There are many joyous moments as brother
and sister reflect, often wryly and honestly, on the
power of their bond and the full catastrophe that is
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family life. - Sydney Morning Herald This book, like
Connie and Samuel's lives, is much bigger than their
experience of misfortune. - Canberra Times
Loosely based on the Odyssey, this landmark of
modern literature follows ordinary Dubliners through
an entire day in 1904. Captivating experimental
techniques range from interior monologues to
exuberant wordplay and earthy humor.
The second book to feature Scotland Yard
investigator Adam Dalgliesh, A Mind To Murder is a
“superbly satisfying mystery” (Chicago Daily News)
from bestselling author P.D. James. On the surface,
the Steen Psychiatric Clinic is one of the most
reputable institutions in London. But when the
administrative head is found dead with a chisel in her
heart, that distinguished facade begins to crumble as
the truth emerges. Superintendent Adam Dalgliesh
of Scotland Yard is called in to investigate and
quickly finds himself caught in a whirlwind of
psychiatry, drugs, and deceit. Now he must analyze
the deep-seated anxieties and thwarted desires of
patients and staff alike to determine which of their
unresolved conflicts has resulted in murder and stop
a cunning killer before the next blow.
The book that inspired the major new motion picture
Mandela: Long Walk to Freedom. Nelson Mandela is
one of the great moral and political leaders of our
time: an international hero whose lifelong dedication
to the fight against racial oppression in South Africa
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won him the Nobel Peace Prize and the presidency
of his country. Since his triumphant release in 1990
from more than a quarter-century of imprisonment,
Mandela has been at the center of the most
compelling and inspiring political drama in the world.
As president of the African National Congress and
head of South Africa's antiapartheid movement, he
was instrumental in moving the nation toward
multiracial government and majority rule. He is
revered everywhere as a vital force in the fight for
human rights and racial equality. LONG WALK TO
FREEDOM is his moving and exhilarating
autobiography, destined to take its place among the
finest memoirs of history's greatest figures. Here for
the first time, Nelson Rolihlahla Mandela tells the
extraordinary story of his life--an epic of struggle,
setback, renewed hope, and ultimate triumph.
With a flamboyant approach to the game on and off
the pitch, Australia's greatest bowler Shane Warne is
an irresistible cricketing force. In Shane Warne's
Century, he candidly profiles 100 players from every
Test nation who have had the most significant
impact on his cricketing life. Warne is famous for
having never scoring a Test century, although he
came tantalisingly close on several occasions. He
now wants to set the record straight by writing about
a century of cricketing stars he has encountered
during his illustrious career, The famous names
featured here include fellow Australian legends Allan
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Border, Steve Waugh, Ricky Ponting and Glenn
McGrath, as well as adversaries such as Brian Lara,
Sachin Tendulkar, Jonty Rhodes and Freddie
Flintoff. Warne also puts together a dream Test
match of those he would have loved to have played
alongside versus a team of international legends.
Pulling no punches and giving a fascinating insight
into the game, Warne serves up highly readable
anecdotes and opinions. Throughout the book,
Warne covers the serious issues affecting cricket
today, such as cheating and match-fixing, and
assesses a large number of professional
relationships he has enjoyed and endured, including
those with Sri Lankan star Arjuna Ranatunga and
South African captain Graeme Smith. Shane
Warne's Century is a genuine page-turner by one of
cricket's most popular stars and is a must-read for all
cricket fans.
The astonishing feats of Sir Jack Hobbs continue to
resonate more than a century after he first played
Test cricket. During his long career that stretched
from the age of W.G. Grace to the era of Don
Bradman, he scored more first-class runs and
centuries than any player. Even today, he remains
England's greatest run maker in Ashes Tests. He
changed the art of batting with his elegant style, and
transformed the status of professional cricketers
through the strength of his personality. Born into
poverty, Hobbs rose to have a central role in some of
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Test cricket's most explosive series, but not without
controversy and dispute. At last here is a
comprehensive biography of Hobbs, giving us fresh
insights into every aspect of his story.
Sir Curtly AmbroseTime to TalkAurum
The election ultimately stymied both political
currents, proving to be an end for both the
Progressive movement and the world peace
movement.
850 images. 230 countries. One complete picture.
This third edition of Lonely Planet's bestselling
reference guide features every country in the world
and is now available in paperback- and will continue
to delight, inspire and inform travellers of all ages.
Time to Declare tells with unflinching candour Mark
Taylor's story in a fascinating and revealing
autobiography. Taking block, Taylor throws new light
on the highs and lows, the controversies and the
triumphs of a truly remarkable sporting career. By
the end of his journey, which included 104 Tests for
his country, 7525 runs, and 157 catches, he stood
acclaimed as the 'second most important person in
the land'. At the close of Australia's century there
can be no finer story of grit and perseverance and
inspiration than that of Mark Taylor – captain of his
country.
What Readers Are Saying: "The sweetest romance I
have ever read, full of laugh-out-loud moments and
obnoxious 'villains'...on par with Jane Austen's best."
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An unforgettable story of courage and romance. Will
Valancy Stirling ever escape her strict family and find
true love? All her life, Valancy Stirling lived on a
quiet little street in an ugly little house and never
dared to contradict her domineering mother and her
unforgiving aunt. Then she gets a letter—and decides
that very day things need to change. For the first
time in her life, she does exactly what she wants to
and says exactly what she feels. At first her family
thinks she's gone around the bend. But soon
Valancy discovers more surprises and adventure
than she ever thought possible. She also finds her
one true love and the real-life version of the Blue
Castle that she was sure only existed in her
dreams... What Readers are Saying: "This just
became one of my all-time favorites! In fact, this may
be my favorite L.M. Montgomery book, and I'm a
huge 'Anne' fan!...I loved the drama and the
romance, and the beautiful descriptions of the
Canadian wilds. What a great book! It's a treat to
read, just a joy with every page!" "The sweetest
romance I have ever read, full of laugh-out-loud
moments and obnoxious 'villains'...on par with Jane
Austen's best." "Absolutely hilarious (Valancy would
be a Twitter superstar), and it feels so fresh, which is
a testament to how timeless L.M. Montgomery's
writing is. This has quickly become one of my
favorite books." "I finished reading The Blue Castle
with the same engrossed delight I had in meeting
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Anne Shirley years ago."
Invited to protect an actress within the rose red walls
of a fairy-tale castle, Detective Cordelia Gray finds
the stage is set for death. Actress Clarissa Lisle has
always been famous for her ravishing beauty—and
her unscrupulous manipulations. Now on the deathshrouded island of Courcy, her schemes win her a
starring role in a nightmare in which she can trust no
one—not her deceived husband; her dangerously
insecure stepson; her ominously genial host; her
dependent, desperate cousin; or her cruelly amusing
ex-lover. Soon Detective Cordelia gray finds that
nothing is as it seems on Courcy—especially after the
curtain goes down. Here she must delve into ancient
secrets and guilt-stained pasts—and risk her life to
stop a brilliantly cunning murderer who has set the
stage for her death.
* SHORTLISTED FOR THE TELEGRAPH SPORTS
BOOK AWARDS * Robin Smith was one of
England's most popular cricketers of the 1990s. The
Judge, as he was known to all, took on some of the
most dangerous fast bowlers of all time with a skill
and fearlessness that ensured hero status. His
savage square cut drew roars of approval from fans
all around the world, especially those of his beloved
England and Hampshire. But when he was
prematurely dumped from the England set-up at the
age of 32, he had to face his toughest opponent of
all - himself. Smith suffered a debilitating loss of
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identity, especially when he retired from professional
cricket in 2003, and struggled to deal with the
contradictions in his personality. Was he the Judge,
the fearless warrior, or Robin Smith, the frantic
worrier? Without a support structure to transition
from cricket to the outside world, Smith suffered from
mental health, alcohol, marital and financial
problems until he hit rock bottom and planned to
take his own life. In The Judge - More than Just a
Game, he revisits his experience of extreme
darkness and challenges received wisdom about
masculinity and mental health. He also shares the
many highs and lows of his eventful international and
county career, including his exhilarating battles with
the West Indies and his struggles against mystery
spin. And he reflects fondly on a time when
cricketers worked hard and partied even harder; a
time almost unrecognisable to the modern day.
Aston Villa’s 1982 European Cup win in many ways
was the most romantic in football history. And yet,
set against the backdrop of English dominance in the
competition it is widely a forgotten achievement. By
taking readers inside the boardroom, revealing
through minutes who said what to whom at key
meetings, Sydenham paints a vivid portrayal that
covers more than 20-years of turbulent Midland
football history.
Sir Curtly Ambrose is one of the most famous cricket
players of all time. He is also notorious for his
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silence. Now, for the first time, Curtly will tell his
story. One of the leading - and most lethal - fast
bowlers of all time, Curtly Ambrose played 98 Tests
and 176 One Day Internationals for the West Indies,
and for much of his career topped the ICC player
rankings. He was an integral part of the iconic West
Indies teams of the late 1980s and early 1990s
whilst also bearing witness to their decline
throughout the 1990s and beyond. A formidable
sportsman, Curtly has unique insight into the
extreme highs and debilitating lows of international
cricket. But during his career Curtly Ambrose was
notorious for his silence. He rarely spoke to the
media and, if he did, it was usually to rebuff an
interview, which earned him the infamous reputation
of 'Curtly talks to no one!'. In this, his autobiography,
Curtly will tell the story of his life with the West Indies
team for the very first time. From his colourful
upbringing in Antigua, through to the turbulent
politics of both nation and dressing room, the book
takes you behind the scenes to give a fascinating
insight into the career of an iconic sportsman. With
his customary honesty, Curtly will discuss his
relationship with both the game and his teammates
and competitors, and will talk in depth about key
moments in his career, including his extraordinary
spell against Australia in 1992, taking 7-1. From the
culture of West Indian cricket to experiencing postApartheid cricket in South Africa, as well as touching
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on his relationship with cricket mogul and notorious
financier Allen Stanford, the book will speak to fans
of works such as C.L.R. James's Beyond a
Boundary, as well as fans of cricket and sports
biography. It also includes forewords from legendary
cricket commentatory Richie Benaud and Steve
Waugh.
The greatest run-scorer in the history of cricket,
Sachin Tendulkar retired in 2013 after an astonishing
24 years at the top. The most celebrated Indian
cricketer of all time, he received the Bharat Ratna
Award - India's highest civilian honour - on the day of
his retirement. Now Sachin Tendulkar tells his own
remarkable story - from his first Test cap at the age
of 16 to his 100th international century and the
emotional final farewell that brought his country to a
standstill. When a boisterous Mumbai youngster's
excess energies were channelled into cricket, the
result was record-breaking schoolboy batting
exploits that launched the career of a cricketing
phenomenon. Before long Sachin Tendulkar was the
cornerstone of India's batting line-up, his every move
watched by a cricket-mad nation's devoted followers.
Never has a cricketer been burdened with so many
expectations; never has a cricketer performed at
such a high level for so long and with such style scoring more runs and making more centuries than
any other player, in both Tests and one-day games.
And perhaps only one cricketer could have brought
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together a shocked nation by defiantly scoring a Test
century shortly after terrorist attacks rocked Mumbai.
His many achievements with India include winning
the World Cup and topping the world Test rankings.
Yet he has also known his fair share of frustration
and failure - from injuries and early World Cup exits
to stinging criticism from the press, especially during
his unhappy tenure as captain. Despite his celebrity
status, Sachin Tendulkar has always remained a
very private man, devoted to his family and his
country. Now, for the first time, he provides a
fascinating insight into his personal life and gives a
frank and revealing account of a sporting life like no
other.
'To say I was surprised at the volume of positive
feedback I received from around the world after my
comments on Sky Sports is an understatement. I
came to realise I couldn't just stop there; I had to
take it forward - hence the book, as I believe
education is the way forward.' Michael Holding
Rarely can a rain delay in a cricket match have led to
anything like the moment when Holding spoke out in
the wake of the #BlackLivesMatter protests about
the racism he has suffered and has seen all around
him throughout his life. But as he spoke, he sought
not only to educate but to offer a way forward that
inspired so many. Within minutes, he was receiving
calls from famous sports stars from around the world
offering to help him to spread the message further.
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Now, in Why We Kneel, How We Rise, Holding
delivers a powerful and inspiring message of hope
for the future and a vision for change, while providing
the background and history to an issue that has
dogged the world for many centuries. Through the
prism of sport and conversations with its legends,
the book explains how racism dehumanises people;
how it works to achieve that end; how it has been
ignored by history and historians; and what it is like
to be treated differently just because of the colour of
your skin.
How much do you think you could take? Try this:
your husband dies suddenly and, weeks later, while
you're still grieving, you're diagnosed with cancer.
Would you keep fighting? Newspaper editor Jill
Baker arrived home to find her husband George
dead on the bedroom floor. Then - while still in shock
- she was diagnosed with breast cancer and given
odds on being alive in five years' time. Surgery,
chemo and radiation therapy followed during Jill's
extraordinary year from hell. It took a huge toll.
Some days she barely recognised herself. When a
doctor suggested a dog might heal her, Jill took a
chance on her first wag. She needed something to
make life worth living, but could that really be a
crazy, snoring, howling, digging, chewing, barking,
hipster 70s orange pup like Harry? Harry and Jill are
an unlikely duo. Jill is quiet, Harry is loud as hell. Jill
meticulously plans the day while Harry says let's
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wing it. She sips pinot while he's an espresso martini
guy. Turns out Harry and Jill were made to be
together. Theirs is a beautiful friendship, an
unbreakable bond. A Dog Called Harry is the moving
story of a dog dubbed Dirty Harry who helped Jill
love life again.
'If the ball's there, hit it. Don't worry about what might
happen. Play for the glory. Play for the six' Chris
Gayle is the only man to have ever hit a six off the
first ball of a Test match. But then producing the
impossible is an everyday act for the West Indies
legend: the first man to smash an international T20
century, the first to hit a World Cup 200, the fastest
century in the history of the game. He has hit twice
as many T20 sixes as any other man and scored two
Test triple centuries. All this is delivered with cricket's
biggest bat and an even bigger smile. Off the pitch,
millions follow him on Instagram and Twitter to catch
a glimpse of a globe-trotting life spent in nightclubs
as much as nets, hot-tubs as often as helmets and
pads. He plays late, parties later, demolishes a kingsize pile of pancakes and then strolls out to mangle
another hapless bowling attack. But do we really
know him? Do we know what took a shy, skinny kid
from a cramped tin-roofed shack in the dusty back
streets of Kingston, sharing a bed with three brothers
and stealing empty bottles to buy food, to the very
top of the cricket world - without losing himself along
the way? Outrageous and utterly original, this
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unputdowneable memoir will leave you reeling.
Welcome to the world of the Six Machine.
Everyone knows the story, or thinks they do. The legspinner who rewrote the record books. One of
Wisden's five cricketers of the twentieth century. A
sporting idol across the globe. A magnet for the
tabloids. But the millions of words written and
spoken about Shane Warne since his explosive
arrival on the Test cricket scene in 1992 have only
scratched the surface. The real story has remained
untold. In No Spin, Shane sets the record straight.
From his extraordinary family history to his childhood
as a budding Aussie Rules footballer in suburban
Melbourne. From the legendary 'Gatting ball' to his
history-making 700th Test wicket. From the
controversy surrounding the diuretic pill in South
Africa to his high-profile relationship with Hollywood
star Elizabeth Hurley. Nothing is off limits, and
Shane tackles it all with his trademark directness
and humour. These days an incisive, charismatic TV
commentator and analyst, the 'Sultan of Spin' also
lets us in on the mysterious art of leg-spin bowling,
revealing the secrets of some of his deadliest
deliveries. As Shane says, 'Few batsmen, if any,
truly know what I do.' A sporting great, a celebrity, a
family man and a self-confessed regular Aussie
bloke from the suburbs, in No Spin Shane offers a
compelling insight into how a boy from Black Rock
changed the face of cricket forever.
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"Plashers Mead" by Compton MacKenzie. Published
by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range
of titles that encompasses every genre. From wellknown classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to
forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of world
literature, we issue the books that need to be read.
Each Good Press edition has been meticulously
edited and formatted to boost readability for all ereaders and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks
that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a
high-quality digital format.
VOLUME 2 of 2 / 300 PAGES / 700
ILLUSTRATIONS . From the days of the American
Revolution, to the Jacobin French Revolution, to the
coalition wars against Napoleon, to Andrew
Jackson's war on the Central Bank, to Karl Marx's
war on sanity, to the U.S. Civil War, to the Reds'
shocking wave of 19th century assassinations, to the
conspiratorial founding of the Federal Reserve, to
the horrific First World War to enslave Germany, to
the Rothschild-Communist subversion of Russia's
Czar, to the horrible World War against Hitler and
Japan, to the Cold War, to the JFK assassination, to
the "women's movement" to the Global Warming
Hoax, to the "fall of communism," to the 9/11 attacks
& the "War On Terror," and finally, to the looming
confrontation with Russia and China - the common
thread of the New World Order crime gang links all
of these events together. At the heart of this selfPage 22/25
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perpetuating network sits the legendary House of
Rothschild - the true owners of 'Planet Rothschild'.
Though an alliance with other billionaire families,
universities, corporations, think tanks and media
moguls worldwide; the cabal has, for 250 years,
manipulated world events and political players like
so many pawns on a global chessboard. Now, you
can earn your 'Phd' in NWO studies by reading the
epic two-volume timeline thriller - PLANET
ROTHSCHILD. It is a unique "blurb by blurb"
chronological and photographical review that will
enrich your depth of historical knowledge like no
other work of its kind. ****************************
"Absolutely mind bending research... I was hooked
immediately! I had studied the NWO for years but
had no idea of so many of the critical events
revealed in PLANET ROTHSCHILD." - Carl Norris,
Davenport, Iowa
'Ulysses' is a novel by Irish writer James Joyce. It
was first serialised in parts in the American journal
'The Little Review' from March 1918 to December
1920, and then published in its entirety by Sylvia
Beach in February 1922, in Paris. 'Ulysses' has
survived bowdlerization, legal action and bitter
controversy. Capturing a single day in the life of
Dubliner Leopold Bloom, his friends Buck Mulligan
and Stephen Dedalus, his wife Molly, and a
scintillating cast of supporting characters, Joyce
pushes Celtic lyricism and vulgarity to splendid
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extremes. An undisputed modernist classic, its
ceaseless verbal inventiveness and astonishingly
wide-ranging allusions confirm its standing as an
imperishable monument to the human condition. It
takes readers into the inner realms of human
consciousness using the interior monologue style
that came to be called stream of consciousness. In
addition to this psychological characteristic, it gives a
realistic portrait of the life of ordinary people living in
Dublin, Ireland, on June 16, 1904. The novel was the
subject of a famous obscenity trial in 1933, but was
found by a U.S. district court in New York to be a
work of art. The furor over the novel made Joyce a
celebrity. In the long run, the work placed him at the
forefront of the modern period of the early 1900s
when literary works, primarily in the first two
decades, explored interior lives and subjective reality
in a new idiom, attempting to probe the human
psyche in order to understand the human condition.
This richly-allusive novel, revolutionary in its
modernistic experimentalism, was hailed as a work
of genius by W.B. Yeats, T.S. Eliot and Ernest
Hemingway. Scandalously frank, wittily erudite,
mercurially eloquent, resourcefully comic and
generously humane, 'Ulysses' offers the reader a lifechanging experience. Publisher : General Press
With her award-winning debut novel, Purple
Hibiscus, Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie was heralded
by the Washington Post Book World as the “21st
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century daughter” of Chinua Achebe. Now, in her
masterly, haunting new novel, she recreates a
seminal moment in modern African history: Biafra’s
impassioned struggle to establish an independent
republic in Nigeria during the 1960s. With the
effortless grace of a natural storyteller, Adichie
weaves together the lives of five characters caught
up in the extraordinary tumult of the decade. Fifteenyear-old Ugwu is houseboy to Odenigbo, a university
professor who sends him to school, and in whose
living room Ugwu hears voices full of revolutionary
zeal. Odenigbo’s beautiful mistress, Olanna, a
sociology teacher, is running away from her parents’
world of wealth and excess; Kainene, her urbane
twin, is taking over their father’s business; and
Kainene’s English lover, Richard, forms a bridge
between their two worlds. As we follow these
intertwined lives through a military coup, the Biafran
secession and the subsequent war, Adichie brilliantly
evokes the promise, and intimately, the devastating
disappointments that marked this time and place.
Epic, ambitious and triumphantly realized, Half of a
Yellow Sun is a more powerful, dramatic and
intensely emotional picture of modern Africa than
any we have had before.
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